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Project Description!
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The Canongate project is a complex conservation and energy e#ciency project, involving a large 
group of owners and support from a number of grant funders. It was a pilot project for the delivery 
of sensitive retrofit works within the Edinburgh World Heritage site, and as such faced significant 
scrutiny. The project centred around Block 2 of Basil Spence’s Canongate Housing development, 
which is Category B listed. !

We believe that this project represents an exemplar retrofit, and explores key themes that are 
increasingly relevant, to briefly summarise, we believe the specifics that make this project both 
unique and successful are:"!

$ A collaborative and engaged approach to working with the owners throughout, this included 
monthly meetings and votes at key stages to make the process as open as possible whilst 
building an understanding of the building and its challenges within the group. !

$ An exemplar retrofit project which successfully tackles a hard-to-treat construction type, in 
particular the architectural intent of the original included expressed concrete elements at floors 
and around windows which presented major thermal bridging issues.!

$ A project where health and wellbeing were paramount, one of the key drivers for the project was 
to eradicate the mould and damp issues which plagued the building and improving the indoor 
air quality.!

$ A thoughtful conservation project of a listed building within a World Heritage site, the building is 
listed and a key example of Spence’s unique contextual modernism. As such preservation of the 
aesthetic of the blocks was vital, through archive research and working with a specialist we 
were able to identify the original colour scheme of the building and reinstate this, through steps 
like this and replacing the uPVC windows that had replaced many of the original window units 
we were able to enhance the significance of the site whilst improving its performance. !

$ An evidence-based approach which demonstrates the benefits of collaborating with others, to 
adopt a fabric-first approach and address issues such as humidity we had to develop a 
comprehensive understanding of the existing fabric. We were able here to make use of our own 
expertise in building performance evaluation, as well as a multitude of specialists to develop a 
holistic and robust understanding of the existing building before beginning on our retrofit design. !

Conservation and sustainability can both be quite siloed and specialist areas of practice. It is a 
rarity to see a project which can serve as an exemplar of both - something we as a practice would 
love to see more of. The retrofit of our existing housing stock over the coming years is an 
essential task, but it would be terrible if this was at the expense of the cherished architectural 
character and joy of our towns and cities. We have shown here that it is possible to make a 
dramatic di%erence to the energy e#ciency of a building, whilst enhancing its architectural 
significance, and improving the health and comfort of its inhabitants. We believe that is something 
that should be celebrated. "!

On a larger scale it provides a valuable case study for the retrofit of our 20th century heritage. Our 
practice was selected for the project because of our balance of conservation and retrofit expertise 
and we believe that this produced a well balanced delivery of this project - achieving both the 
sensitive restoration of the external fabric whilst improving the lives of the people within it."!
By focussing equally on conservation principles and evidence-based whole-house retrofit, we feel 
the approach to the building is one which addresses all of its long-term issues and also makes it 



safer, healthier, and easier to maintain in the future. The completed project ensures that the 
building and site will continue to be used as intended, enriching the lives for its occupants and 
protecting the significance of a conservation asset, and continuing to contribute to the World 
Heritage site.!
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Project team

Core –
Project architect: John Gilbert Architects 
Structural engineer: David Narro Associates 
Services / fire engineer: Atelier10
Quantity Surveyor: NBM Construction Cost Consultants 
Principal designer advisor: CDM Scotland

Consultants –
Wall tie / borescope survey: Stanger 
Concrete specialist: Gray Concrete
Materials analysis: Scottish Lime Centre
Acoustic surveyor: New Acoustics 
Thermographic survey: IRT
Airtightness / smoke test: Thermal Image UK
Ventilation / air flow model: Energy Systems Research Unit (ESRU) - University of 
Strathclyde
Wufi calculations: Greenguage
Asbestos survey: CDM Scotland
Paint specialist: Fiona McLachlan - University of Edinburgh ESALA 
Conservation statement: Simpson & Brown

John Gilbert Architects Team

Project lead / conservation architect: Scott Abercrombie 
Building performance analyst: Barbara Lantschner
Site architect: Hugo Target
Conservation consultant: John Gilbert























John Gilbert Architects – Overview

John Gilbert Architects is a Scottish design studio, passionate about designing places for 
people and the planet.

The practice is now 30 years old and has established a reputation for a commitment to 
the conservation of housing in Scotland and a commitment to sustainable design. In 
recent years that has seen the practice develop expertise in Passivhaus design for new-
build, and in conservation and responsible retrofit practices for existing buildings.

islands of Scotland to the South of England. As well as working on our own projects we 
are increasingly engaged as specialist consultants to deliver high-standards of 
c - this has allowed us to 
diversify the range of projects the practice is involved in to included schools, sports 
centres and town halls.

We were selected for the Canongate project for our joint specialisms in conservation and 
retrofit, making us the ideal fit for this complex project with the competing aims of 

architectural significance.



Scott Abercrombie – Overview

Scott Abercrombie is an associate director at John Gilbert Architects. He has overseen  
the growth of the conservation sector for the practice in recent years and helped to  
secure commissions including work on category-A listed properties such as the Gallery of 
Modern Art in Glasgow.

Scott is accredited in conservation by the RIBA and in interdisciplinary conservation by 
the IHBC. He fell for conservation once in practice and built his experience through being 
mentored by John Gilbert and enthusiastically engaging with heritage activity in Glasgow.

Scott is the former conservation committee convenor of the Glasgow Institute of 
Architects having held the post for three years, taking on the position at a time when the 
committee faced being lost, and building its numbers back up. He remains an active 
council member and trustee of the GIA.

He is currently the chair of The Alexander Thomson Society, a charity which promotes the 
work of the Victorian architect Alexander ‘Greek’ Thomson. His role also involves 
campaigning for the preservation of Thomson’s work, most notably Egyptian Halls. His 
work encouraged the establishment of a new body, Save Egyptian Halls, led by Scottish 
Civic Trust, which aims to take on the building. Scott now serves as secretary for this new 
organisation.

John Gilbert Architects is renowned for its involvement in the repair and maintenance of 
tenements, and this was a passion instilled in Scott through working with John. Scott 
recently developed and launched a new service, the Tenement Toolbox, a fixed price 
tenement condition survey for private homeowners aimed at making seeking professional 

Scott represents a young generation of conservation architects trying to establish a 
foothold in an area of the profession traditionally dominated by older architects. He was 
recently selected by the RIBA as one of their Rising Stars in architecture, the only 
Scottish, and conservation-focused, member of the 2021 cohort. He cares deeply about 
the preservation and future-proofing of Scotland’s built heritage and has devoted his 
career thus far, as well volunteering his own time, to this aim.

He has worked on a range of projects during his time in practice, from new-build housing 
through to post-war retrofit, but it is in the conservation of historic buildings that his  
career to has focussed.

His most prominent completed project was the conservation and retrofit of Basil Spence’s 
B-listed Canongate Housing in Edinburgh, which garnered significant attention and has 
been shortlisted for the AJ Retrofit awards as well as receiving a special commendation  
for conservation at the GIA awards. This £1m project restored the Spence’s block, whilst 
also reducing the energy demand of the properties by 50%.

Scott is a prolific young architect who is passionate about the conservation and 
sustainable refurbishment of historic buildings, and he actively encourages others to 
share in that passion. Given the imperative to retain and reuse our built fabric, his skills 
and enthusiasm are incredibly relevant and important at this time.
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